The first and only human-centered EMR.

Canvas changed my views on what is possible. Documentation is efficient and intuitive. The right information is presented in the right way at the right time, and the product leverages technology to actually improve the quality of care I provide. I strongly encourage you to connect with the Canvas team.

Steven Magee, MD
Vice President, Santa Cruz Medical Group
With Canvas, you don’t have to make impossible trade-offs between good care, good data, and a good life. Our cloud-based, fully-integrated digital health platform can give you a fresh start and take your practice to the next level.

**Narrative Charting**

- **Chart in your own words**: Canvas understands natural clinical language and auto-completes your note as you type. Canvas is 3x faster with 80% fewer clicks.
- **Automatic structuring**: No more menus and forms. Never enter data twice. Canvas automatically structures your data as you write your patient story.
- **Single-screen experience**: All of your patient data is easily accessible, without leaving the note, so you can document the encounter and write orders as fast as you can think.
- **Clinical Protocols**: Patient data is continuously analyzed against a suite of clinical protocols, during and between visits, to help you deliver the highest standard of care.

**More than an EMR**

- **Populations**: Canvas’ populations tool gives you the power to monitor, engage and report on your patients. Keep your panel healthy and improve your HEDIS results.
- **Revenue Management**: Gain control of your financial performance, capture new revenue with value-based care, and get full and timely reimbursement for your services.
- **Scheduling**: Streamline scheduling and verify copays. Create separate calendars for each clinician or room and control the appointment blocks by availability and length.
- **Exchange**: Automatically convert incoming labs and other raw patient data to structured data and integrate it into Canvas to improve care and reduce errors.
- **Patient Engagement**: Send secure messages, treatment information, protocols, labs and reports to patients using text or email. All patient communications are visible in the chart.

We migrate more data than any competitor, and we’ll prove it. Call (800) 370-1416 or visit canvasmedical.com/95percent to see Canvas in action, schedule a demo, and start your free migration.